SDRC Survey Results
November 2021
The survey was circulated to individuals who were members in 2020 and 2021 and
received a total of 81 responses. Below is a summary of those responses.
Question 1: Are you an existing member of South Devon Riding Club?
Reasons for not re-joining included;





18.52%

81.48%



Yes




No

Time constraints
Injury (horse and rider)
Moved away
Clinics moved further away due to
loss of local venue
Clinic were disorganised (a few
years ago)
Uncertain what would proceed due
to Covid
Not enough jumping
Only just bought a horse

Question 2: Are you a member of another riding club or affiliated equestrian organisation such as BS/BSPA/ BSJA/ BE/
BD/ ROR?
No

49.38%

Yes

50.62%
Another RC
Mortenhampstead RC
VHS
BSJA
BHS
SWAWPCS
WPCS

BD

Side Saddle Association
ROR

South Brent RC
BE
Dittiscombe RC
BS

Question 3: What is most important to you with regards to being a member of SDRC;

Non-ridden events
Volunteering and helping at events and clinics
Other (please specify):
Teams
Being part of the club
Camps
Competitions
Range of Clinics
0.00% 10.00% 20.00% 30.00% 40.00% 50.00% 60.00% 70.00% 80.00% 90.00% 100.00%

Answers in ‘Other’ included; Social side, meeting people, having access to top training

Question 4: Out of the below what do you currently take part in (with in any organisation);
Endurance
Showing in-hand
Showing Clinics
Showing- ridden
Other (please specify):
Eventing
Showjumping competitions
One day events

Arena eventing Clinics
Cross Country Clinics
Camps
Polework clinics
Dressage competitions
Jumping Clinics
Flatwork clinics
0.00%

10.00%

20.00%

30.00%

40.00%

50.00%

60.00%

70.00%

80.00%

Answers in ‘Other’ included; Hacking, Hunter Trials, XC Schooling, Fun rides, Combined Training, help with judging
and committee meetings

Question 5: With regards to clinics what is most important to you?

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

• Type of Clinic
• Venue

Answers were given a rating between 18 with 1 being most important and 8
being least important.

• Consistency of instructors

The overall score is based on a weighted
calculation with ‘type of clinic’ receiving
the highest ranking and ‘variety of
instructors’ the lower priority ranking.

• Cost
• Frequency
• Group/ private session
• Length of session
• Variety of instructors

Question 6: Which type of clinic are you most likely to enter?

Flatwork
Showjumping
Polework
Cross country
Arena eventing
Test riding Clinic
Other
0.00%

10.00%

20.00%

30.00%

40.00%

50.00%

60.00%

70.00%

80.00%

Answers in ‘other’ include; confidence building, showing, developing a young horse, gridwork, fitness prep for
eventing, low level showjumping, jumping on a surface in summer

Question 7: What is your preferred length of clinic session?
30 mins

The consensus is the preferred
length for clinics is a minimum of
45mins and up to an hour.
1 hour

For groups up to 3 an hour is
preferable with the exception of
Cross Country clinics which
should be longer than an hour.

45 mins

It is expected for length of clinics
to vary dependant on number in
the group and type of clinic.

Question 8: Do you prefer group or private sessions?

Preferences on clinic size were;

Small group sessions up to 3





Pairs

Individual

Group sessions up to 6
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60.00%

80.00%

Question 9: What is your preferred frequency of clinics?
other

bi-monthly

Monthly

Private or pairs for flatwork
Small Groups for Jumping
Groups of up to 4 for XC

Question 10: Within what price range would you expect to pay for a clinic?
70

number of responses
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Clinic Cost

Responses detailed the cost of the clinic should reflect type of clinic, number of people in the session and length of
session. £30 was the price that most people selected with the majority of votes within the £23-£40 region.
Question 11: With regards to venues of clinics and events please rate in order what is most important to you;

1

2

3

4

5

6

• Distance to travel
• Accessibility of venue
• Surface of school

Answers were given a rating between 16 with 1 being most important and 6
being least important.
The overall score is based on a weighted
calculation with ‘Distance to travel’
being valued highest and on-site
facilities’ valued lowest.

• Size of school
• Parking
•On-site facilities (toilets and
refreshments)

Additional comments;
• Indoor facilities a bonus particularly in
winter
• Being able to hack to a venue as no
transport
• Arena surface important- surface at
Wellbeck unsuitable

Question 12: Have you been to a SDRC Camp?

Yes

No

48.15%
51.85%

An extract of comments regarding camp are listed below;

The only thing I
struggle with is group
size.

I feel there is a lot of
waiting around and
stop starting in
groups bigger than
pairs

Brilliant

Really enjoyed going
to chard this year
,was nice to go
somewhere different

Good fun

It was a fantastic
venue and we were
blessed with
excellent instructors.

The content was very
good and had plenty
of variety.

the company was
marvelous.

I had a fab time.

Very friendly, good
entertainment inbetween and brilliant
instructors and
facilities.

Always really well
organised, good
instructors and great
venues.

I have enjoyed the
ones with a guest
speaker in the
evening.

Really good fun, very
educational and the
horses enjoy it.

Always absolutely
excellent. The food
wasn't great value
for money in 2021.

Great experience and
fun.

All the camps I have
attended have been
amazing

I have returned home
feeling far more
confident.

This year's combined
training camp was
the best yet.

The facilities were
great, the food was
fantastic and the
instructors were first
class.

The surfaces at Chard
are excellent

I absolutely loved it.

The hosts were
extremely welcoming
and the stabling for
the horses was
fantastic.

Everything works,
accommodation for
riders and horses,
facilities for riding,
food @ SL

Love the
encouragement and
comradarie

Loved it, great
instructors, amazing
facilities, food was
above expectations
and lovely people!

Stockland Lovell
camps are brilliant.

Camps are excellent

It was good and I
enjoyed it.

Loved it, wish there
was a session for
smaller than 70cm in
SJ.

I think it was Great!

Enjoyed it!

I thought it was really
well run, great
venue, great
instructors.

Next time I will
probably think more
about which sessions
I want to be part of

Chard- surfaces,
stables and food
Excellent!

Stockland LovellGood but not quite
so

I would quite like
some different
instructors for a
change

I found Bicton to be
unwelcoming

I enjoyed it.

They are all brilliant
with great instructors
and a lot of fun x

Fab venue,
accommodation and
food

More instructors

Bicton flatwork camp
back or something
similar

Bring back weekend
camps! Can't always
take holiday for week
days

Really enjoyed the
camp I attended.

Far to expensive now
would rather spend
on clinics

Really well organised

Thoroughly enjoyed
it

13: Are there any events that you think as a Riding Club we should look into running?
Listed below are all suggestions of events that we currently don’t run;






















Good to see low height jumping clinic
Volunteer training
OPS Class would be nice
‘Have a go days’ such as polo
Special events with guest speakers
Lunging class
Cross country either on surface or grass
More un mounted sessions
Confidence building
Improving mindset
Goal setting
Sports massage sessions
Dressage competitions in South Devon- Mare
and Foal was the perfect venue, Exeter is a long
way to travel
Currently a very good range
Winter dressage competition
Online auction/fundraisers
Grid work clinic
Quizzes
Weekday clinics
Summer SJ Clinics at Redpost
Show jumping competitions





















Fun rides
Pole work clinics
Showing show/sj/Hunter trials
Already run an impressive amount
More SJ events
Demonstrations
Indoor in the winter.
Mare and foal
Team chasing
Combined training
Dressage competition practise clinics
To work on potential troublesome areas and to
run through tests for people without facilities
to practise the tests. 7 Enjoy dressage training
A regular horse rider pilates or exercise class
Social hacks/treks
ODE
Showing
Have a short Lesson then pretend it’s a
competition, to see how we ride different… and
panic.
Horse psychology-how the horse thinks
Social events and clinics with top riders

We also had a number of comments stating the club is meeting members expectations, they are happy with the
current offer and we provide a good range of events.

14: Currently how do you find the communication from the Riding Club?

Excellent

50.63%

Good

41.77%

Satisfactory

5.06%

Could be improved

1.27%

Poor

1.27%

Comments regarding the clubs communication to members included;

Always been happy with
the club

Riding club show

I am prejudiced: I consider
communication is
excellent.

It is regular via email

The website is kept up to
date.

It might be worthwhile
reiterating the ways in
which SDRC
communicates with its
members.

I like emails

Updates on Facebook
page work well

I don't look on the
website that frequently

You already have
Facebook and email.

I think you are doing a
good job.

Social media/messenger
plays a big part these days
however I’m happy with
email also.

More active on FB

Promote the website that
we worked so hard to get.

Possibly a social evening
twice a year. Not just the
AGM

The regular emails are a
real improvement
reminding us what is on
and when.

More social media
presence and open days
taster sessions

I think it has improved.....
Emails have been helpful.

I have needed support
and help at times and I
have been able to find
that from some of the
committee members.

Thank you!

Have your events as
Facebook events on the
sdrc fb page.

No, I'm happy

Not quite sure on where
information on times will
be

How long before the
event times will be
available.

Happy with the general
communication emails
from Clare.

Only on Facebook more

I believe the
communication is better
than it was.

Improve Facebook I use
Facebook more than
emails.

15: Do you have any futher comments to add or any other feedback for the club?


































I feel there isn't really much on offer to non-jumping members
I have always loved my time in the riding club. I have rejoined to take advantage of the clinics area
competitions (music!) and dressage competitions with my young horses.
I’m a bit nervous whether on some occasions I could get my lorry there, not knowing the venue.
As I said in another question I would love to bring my young horses out to do some dressage competitions,
but sadly I won’t go to Wellbeck because of the surfaces.
We need another venue like Coombe Park! I would happily pay more in entries to use somewhere like Bicton,
although I know that’s a bit out of the area.
Also, any chance of revising the rule on kids? It’s a pain having my daughter in West Devon, and it would
bring more members if for example over 12s could join.
Looking forward to getting social events back like pie night or quiz night
The club does a really good job and i have enjoyed it for a number of years just sadly haven't had a fit horse
or time for last 2 years.
I'm probably a little biased, but I also know the amount of involvement it takes for you all to run events, so I
can't think of much you could add that would make the club much better.
Coombe Park is the obvious elephant in the room. Your jobs would be so much easier if you had an indoor
venue, with parking and a café on the doorstep but as you don't, I think you make the very best of what's
available locally and semi-locally.
Keep up the good work, thankyou!! �
I absolutely love SDRC. The members are so friendly, supportive and helpful, and there is such a wide range of
activities. I love the way that it encourages complete novices, yet provides opportunities for competitive and
accomplished riders as well. Thank you to everyone on the committee and the volunteers who make all this
possible.
Thank you for all your hard work in making SDRC a very friendly, welcoming and efficient riding club.
Although Pete has sadly been lame for most of the summer, I still feel involved in the club by the regular
updates and news. Hopefully, Pete will be sound and happy so we can do more events again soon.
Thank you to everyone who has kept the club running your work is really appreciated thank you
This is my first year with SDRC, I have been to a few members dressage competitions which were fabulous.
They gave me the confidence to join BD competing My Quest and Teamquest. I’ve just managed to win the
prelim My Quest Regional Qualifiers at Chard Equestrian and am now off to the National My Quest Finals at
Bury Farm, Buckinghamshire at the end of October. Ty SDRC
The club is doing a great job, very happy to be part of it.
If lessons could be at weekends rather then weekdays I would be able to support more lessons/clinics due to
transport and work commitments during the week making it difficult
The committee are dynamic, motivated, capable, energised and overall incredible!!
Hoping to get more involved in the spring :)
I used to frequent Friday clinics at Coombe Park. Whilst I appreciate we no longer have the use of Coombe
Park as a parent I am unable to attend any clinics at the weekend & would dearly love to see the
reintroduction of more weekday clinics as currently I pay a subscription just to come to camp once a year.
SDRC is a very good club, I just wish I could afford to do more of the clinics.
Hi. I've said I'd like regular clinics with same instructors but they must be high quality teachers, like Andrew
Lovell.
Would love to get to know people. Drinks? Trips? Demos without horses. Tack sales or swaps
Thank you to the committee you do a great job organising a good range of instructors, venues and
competitions.
Was going to enter the dressage competition this weekend but there was no Elementary so I am going to the
Grange instead on Thursday. Would rather support the club. Only just re-joined club and very impressed so
far!
I have found it a very friendly and supportive club with well-run clinics and competitions.
Forgot to add fun rides and beach rides might be nice? For example Dartmoor or Mothecombe!



















Also, encourage people to share on the fb page which comps they are going to. You might need to change
privacy settings. It’s a good convo starter, awareness of what’s on, and being able to look out for people
EXCELLENT CLUB AND LOVELY MEMBERS
Keep up all the hard work, you are doing an excellent job. Dressage competitions more local to the South
Hams/South Devon would be amazing! Thank you for running such a friendly and welcoming club xx
Lovely, friendly club with plenty for everyone!
The club, thanks to Clare, Sue, Kate and Mimi offers an incredibly welcoming dressage series, encourage
people to see your club dressage as open to any member to have a go at and that they will be only be judged
by the judge, they won't be judged for just having a go. Not many competitions are as welcoming as yours
now are for dressage.
Do people who don't go to clinics understand what they offer? The word clinic can sound more formal than it
really is.
Volunteering, how easy is it to volunteer for things you don't want to take your horse too? For example if I do
dressage I would rather volunteer at something else so I can still go to the dressage, but I feel that SJ, for
example, is a completely separate part of the club I don't know.
Although I haven’t been able to attend the recent Karen Lisk clinics at the brook, it would be nice to have
more clinics in that sort of area. (Ivybridge direction)
Only that all the committee members do a brilliant job
Cross country clinics are never at a weekend anymore which is one of the main things I enjoy doing. We used
to have one in the spring at a weekend for the start of the year. Now they are always in a week day.
Camps have gone up in price also, stocklands own camp with the almost the same instructors
Is cheaper.
Having re-joined this year after a gap of approx. 20 years (!) I have found the club really friendly. Value of
clinics is excellent - and was the main reason I joined. As is quality of instructors. Hopefully that can continue!
Thanks for making me feel so welcome at the camps and clinics!
Keep up the good work.

The committee would like to say a huge thank you to all members, past and present, who took the time to
complete this survey. This has provided us with invaluable feedback which we can use to shape the events
we run in 2022.

Thank you for your continued support and we hope to see many of you at future events and clinics.

